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CULINARY EXPERTS OFFER IN-DEPTH LOOK AT JULIA CHILD’S CUISINE ON 
ROAD SCHOLAR ADVENTURE 

 
BOSTON (September 29, 2011) —  Delve into Julia Child’s life and legacy on a learning adventure 
offered by Road Scholar.  The 16-night voyage takes place from her longtime home of Cambridge, 
Mass., and across the Atlantic on the Queen Mary 2 to France.  Along the way, participants taste the 
food that inspired this master chef and learn techniques she perfected.  
 
Barbara Haber, a Boston-based culinary historian, author and a personal friend of Julia's, will lead 
lectures in Boston and on the QM2 covering Julia’s vision of gastronomy as an academic discipline, her 
influence and comparison to other food writers and her iconic shows.  Other highlights of the program 
include exploring Boston’s famous North End; visiting Boston University’s Food and Wine 
department, which Julia Child pioneered, to hear experts discuss her influence in Boston and at the 
University; and learning to master the art of baking the perfect French bread.  
 
Princess Marie-Blanche de Broglie, the renowned chef and teacher, will lecture aboard the QM2 on 
French cooking in the 20th century, the Provencal influence on French cuisine, and the fine artesian 
products of Normandy. In Paris, she leads a hands-on opportunity to prepare and enjoy a traditonal 
French meal at her cooking school, La Cuisine de Marie-Blanche.  
 
In addition to lectures by Haber and de Broglie, participants will hear from other expert lecturers 
aboard the QM2 and enjoy meals prepared by award-winning chefs. In France, program participants 
will enjoy lunch at the famous inn La Couronne in Rouen, where Julia referred to her meal “as an 
opening up of the soul and spirit.” Local experts will guide visits to a Parisian market and to some of 
Julia’s most beloved places in Paris.   
 
Actress Charlotte Rae, of Facts of Life and Different Strokes fame, is attending an upcoming departure of 
the program that begins in Boston on Oct. 4.  “My cousin Barbara, who is a brilliant scholar and 
lecturer for this program, introduced me to Road Scholar,” Rae says.  “I am looking forward to 
attending this program.  Many older adults hunger for more than a tour that touches only superficially 
on sights and places. We have insatiable, curious minds —  we’re eager to learn and expose ourselves to 
more in-depth experiences.”  
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For more information on this culinary journey, visit www.roadscholar.org; key words: Julia Child 
Voyage.  
 
About Barbara Haber,  
Barbara Haber, culinary historian, served as curator of books at Radcliffe’s Schlesinger Library at 
Harvard University where she developed a major collection on cooking and food history. When there, 
she met Julia Child who gave her papers and books to the library, and the two became friends. Barbara 
is the author of From Hardtack to Home Fries: An Uncommon History of American Cooks and Meals, and the 
co-editor of From Betty Crocker to Feminist Food Studies: Critical Perspectives on Women and Food. She is a 
contributor to the Cambridge World History of Food, and served as a senior editor and contributor to the 
Oxford Encyclopedia of Food and Drink in America. She is a monthly contributor to Zester Daily, a website 
devoted to articles on the culture of food and wine. 
 
Equally at home in the practical world of food and cooking, Barbara has been a director of the 
International Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP) and currently serves on the Awards 
Committee of the James Beard Foundation, and chairs its Who’s Who in American Food and 
Beverages Committee.  She is an elected member of Who’s Who and is a recipient of the M.F.K. Fisher 
Award from Les Dames d’Escoffier. Haber is a frequent speaker on food history and understands that 
hands-on cooking is an essential tool for truly understanding food in the context of history.  
 
About Princess Marie Blanche de Broglie 
Marie Blanche's  personal school,  La Cuisine de Marie-Blanche,  teaches French cooking methods and 
much more about French culinary traditions, with valuable tips on entertaining à la Française. Marie-
Blanche asserts that, without Julia Child's gentle influence and push, La Cuisine de Marie-
Blanche would never have had the impact and prestige in the United States that it now enjoys. 
  
Marie-Blanche was introduced to Julia Child and Simone (Simca) Beck in the late 1970s. Having 
graduated with the Grand Diplôme from the Cordon Bleu, during the time when Madame Brassart  
was head of the Cordon Bleu school, Marie-Blanche was just getting launched on a culinary career of 
her own, in Paris. 
  
As Julia always encouraged cooking enthusiasts and professionals, she warmly encouraged Marie-
Blanche to expand her relationships and courses right into the U.S.A., an idea Marie-Blanche seized on 
joyously. 
 
As both Julia and Marie-Blanche were writing their several books on French cuisine, Marie-Blanche was 
also thrilled to have a preface on her book The Cuisine of Normandy (1984) written by Simone Beck, the 
great cooking teacher whose roots were in Normandy and the rich produce and cuisine there. 
 
About Road Scholar 
Road Scholar is a not-for-profit organization with a mission to inspire adults to learn, discover and 
travel. Our learning adventures engage expert instructors, provide extraordinary access, and stimulate 
discourse and friendship among people for whom learning is the journey of a lifetime. Since its 
inception, more than 5 million people have enrolled in its more than 7,000 iconic educational 
adventures offered annually in 50 states and 150 countries around the world.  
 
Road Scholar educational adventures are created by Elderhostel, Inc., the not-for-profit world leader in 
lifelong learning since 1975. Road Scholar is headquartered in Boston, Mass. with offices in the U.S. 
and the United Kingdom. To learn more, please visit our website at www.roadscholar.org/press.   
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